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UNIT 2: MY HOME 

VOCABULARY 

Types ofhouse 

Rooms and 

furniture 

PRONUNCIATION 

Sounds: /z/, /s/ and /iz/ 

GRAMMAR 

There is/ There 

isn’t 

There are/ There 

aren’t 

Prepositions of 

place 

I.Choose the word (A, B, C or D) whose stress is different from the others. 

III.Choose the correct form of the words (A, B, C or D) to complete the sentences. 

1. There is an electric , a stove and a fridge in our kitchen. 

A.cooking B. cooker C. cook D. cooked 

2. They are having lunch in their beautiful big room. 

B.dined B. dinner C. dine D. dining 

3. He should clean his room. There are a lot of toys and clothes on the floor. 

messy B. mess C. messing D. messed 

 

4. They look around their new apartment with lots of modern devices. 

1. A. behind B. happy C. sofa D. dinner 
2. A. B. computer C. microwave D. beautiful 

3. A. fireplace B. laptop C. tourist D. hotel 

4. A. interesting B. apartment C. dishwasher D. family 

5. A. cupboard B. messy C. device D. bedroom 

II.Choose the word (A, B, C or D) whose underlined part is 

1. A. tables B. chopsticks C. pictures D. pillows 

2. A. cupboards B. windows C. tourists D. posters 

3. A. dishes B. vases C. plates D. fridges 

4. A. toilets B. hotels C. laptops D. fireworks 

5. A. televisions B. C. wardrobes D. parents 
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A.interest B. interested C. interestingly D. interesting 

5. Your cupboard is too ___ old. Let’s_____a new one. 

A.buy B. bought C buying D. to buy 

IV.Choose the best word or phrase (A, B, C or D) to complete each sentence. 

1. My father is watching TV in the_____while my mother is cooking inthe_____. 

A.living room/ bedroom B. bedroom/ bathroom 

C.living room/ kitchen D. kitchen/ hall 

2. His uncle climbs the ladder and puts old things in the_____. 

A. attic B. toilet C. hall D. bathroom 

3. Many people live in_____in mountainous areas to avoid dangerousanimals. 

A.town housesB. villas C. stilt houses D. apartments 

4. It's so hot in my living room because the was broken. 

A.fridge B. air-conditionerC. dishwasher D. cooker 

5. You should tidy up your clothes in the_____. They seem so messy. 

A.sofa B. cupboard C. sink D. wardrobe 

6. She places her albums and magazines on the_____in her bedroom. 

A.bookshelf B. celling fan C. fireplace D. bed 

7. He opened all the_____of drawers to find his wallet. 

A.cupboards B. stools C. baths D. chests 

8. My brother hangs some_____of his favourite singers on the wall in hisbedroom. 

A.books B. lights C. posters D. vases 

9. _____a carpet and two lamps in his living room. 

 A.They’re              B. There              C. It’s            D. There’s 

       10._____a lot of pictures in her living room. They're so beautiful. 

A.It's B. There's C. They're D. There are 

       11.Her kitchen is so small._____any big cupboards there. 

A.There isn'tB. It isn't C. There aren't D. They aren't 

       12.My cat is_____the armchair, and my dog is_____the table in myliving room. 

A.in/ under B. on/ at C. on/ in D. in/ between 

       13.The bed is_____the lamp and the wardrobe, and the pillows are_____thebed in this 

bedroom. 

A.next to/ in front of B. between/ on 

C.behind/in D. in/under 

       14. Your gloves are_____the computer. They should be_____the washingmachine because they 
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are so dirty. 

A.under/on B. behind/in C. in front of/on D. in/ next to 

      15.His puppy's kennel is_____the tree, and the tree is_____the fence inmy garden. 

A.next to/ in front of B. on/behind 

C.between/ under D. next to/ in 

V.Choose the best response (A, B, C or D) to complete each conversation. 

1. - Your room is so beautiful! 

 - ______________________ 

A. I'm glad you like it. 

B. No problem. 

C. My room is very large too. 

D. I think it needs some pictures. 

2. - Are there any posters in your room? 

 - ______________________ 

A. No. I don't like it. 

B. Yes. I'm so happy when you like it. 

C. Yes, there are. I love them very much. 

D. No, I don't have. 

 

           3. - Where's the cooker? I can't find it. 
 

             - ____________________ 

A. Oh, it was broken. 

B. It's over there. It's next to the cupboard. 

C. Really? I don't remember it. 

D. It's not my problem. 
VI. Read the passage and choose the correct answers (A, B, C or D) to fill in the blanks. 
 

ROOMMATE WANTED 
 
My name is Michael and I study at East Bay College. I’m currently looking for a 
fellow student to 1._____a small apartment. There are two bedrooms and onebathroom. There 
2._____one twin bed and one dresser in each room. The livingroom 3._____the kitchen are fully 
furnished. The apartment is within walkingdistance of East Bay College’s campus and next to a 
coffee shop. There is also a foodstore nearby. Roommate is expected 4._____half of the rent and 
utilities. Ifyou’re interested please contact me 5._____the information below. 
 

1.  A. buy  B. sell  C. rent  D. share 

2. A. are  B. is  C. were  D. was 

3. A. but  B. and  C. or  D. without 

4. A. covered B. cover  C. to cover D. covering 
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5. A. by  B. via  C. in  D. with 

VII. Read the passage and choose the correct answers. 

 

      Dear Peter, 

      I’m sorry that it took me weeks to reply to you. As I told 

you in my last letter, my family and I had to move to 

another city because of my mother’s new job. I was busy 

helping my parents packing and then unpacking. I couldn’t 

find the time to write to you. Fortunately, we finished 

moving yesterday. I attached a picture of my new house 

below. It’s a beautiful town house on a busy street. There is 

a swing set in the little yard behind my new house. My 

room is on the second floor. The wall is green and there is a 

bed, a dresser, a desk and a chair. I haven’t decorated my 

room yet so it looks empty. When I finish decorating it, I’ll 

send you a photo. 

      Please write and tell how you’re doing in the last few 

weeks. I look forward to hearing from you. 

      Your pal, 

      Hoa  

 

1. What is the main idea of the letter? 

A. Hoa is sharing about her new house. 

B. Hoa is sharing about her mother's new job. 

C. Hoa is explaining how busy she was. 

D. Hoa is decorating her new house. 

2. How did the new job of Hoa's mother affect her family? 

A. They had to redecorate their house. 

B. They had to live in town. 

C. They had to move to a new house. 

D. They had to buy a bed, a dresser, a desk and a chair. 

3. How does Hoa describe her new house? 

A. An empty house on a busy street. 

B. A town house with empty rooms. 
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C. A town house with a small yard. 

D. A little beautiful house. 

4. Which of the following is FALSE about Hoa's room? 

A. It is a green room on the second floor. 

B. It is an empty room on the second floor. 

C. There is furniture in the room. 

D. The room has not been decorated yet. 

5. What will Hoa probably do after her room is decorated? 

A. She will move to another room. 

B. She will empty her room. 

C. She will help her parents with their room. 

D. She will take a photo of her room. 

VIII. Choose the underlined word or phrase (marked A, B, C or D) in each sentence that 

needs correcting. 

1. His house has a strangely shape, and it's next to the supermarket. 

A            B CD 

2. There are lots of small teddy bearon his bed. 

A B CD 

3. There isa lot of books on the bookshelf in his room. 

A B C D 

4. I'm so thirsty, but there aren't any water in the bottle. 

AB               C                     D 

5. The bathtub is behind the shower and the sink in the bathroom. 

A              B CD 

6. He is lyingin the sofa to watch a film on TV. 

A    B C                 D 

7. We are standing in front the armchair and taking some photos. 

A B C D 


